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The Value of Information Content AnalysesThe Value of Information Content Analyses

Data ThinningData Thinning: Allows measurements to be : Allows measurements to be 
used in the assimilation to be optimized to used in the assimilation to be optimized to 
maximize the information they provide while maximize the information they provide while 
minimizing redundancy (analogous to minimizing redundancy (analogous to 
targeting observations);targeting observations);
Error PropagationError Propagation: Requires both model and : Requires both model and 
measurement errors to be assessed defining measurement errors to be assessed defining 
the weights that should be assigned to each the weights that should be assigned to each 
measurement in order to accurately represent measurement in order to accurately represent 
their information relative to other sources in their information relative to other sources in 
the assimilation system;the assimilation system;
EvaluationEvaluation: Provides a framework for directly : Provides a framework for directly 
comparing the value of different observational comparing the value of different observational 
datasets.datasets.
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EntropyEntropy--Based Information ContentBased Information Content
Information content of an observing system is the Information content of an observing system is the 
difference in entropy between an a priori set of possible difference in entropy between an a priori set of possible 
solutions, S(P1), and the subset of these solutions that solutions, S(P1), and the subset of these solutions that 
also satisfy the measurements, S(P2) (Rodgers, 2000):also satisfy the measurements, S(P2) (Rodgers, 2000):

If Gaussian distributions are assumed for the prior and If Gaussian distributions are assumed for the prior and 
posterior state spaces, this can be written:posterior state spaces, this can be written:

where where SSaa is the covariance matrix describing the prior is the covariance matrix describing the prior 
state space and it has been assumed that the posterior state space and it has been assumed that the posterior 
space covariance is defined by:space covariance is defined by:

KK represents the represents the JacobianJacobian of the measurements with of the measurements with 
respect to the parameters of interest.respect to the parameters of interest.
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Liquid Cloud Microphysical PropertiesLiquid Cloud Microphysical Properties
Information content measures the extent to which the Information content measures the extent to which the 
solution space is reduced as measurements are added.solution space is reduced as measurements are added.
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The information content of individual channels The information content of individual channels 
can also be assessed via:can also be assessed via:

where where kkjj is the row of is the row of KK corresponding to corresponding to 
channel j.  The channels providing the greatest channel j.  The channels providing the greatest 
amount of information can then be sequentially amount of information can then be sequentially 
selected by adjusting the covariance matrix via:selected by adjusting the covariance matrix via:

Channel SelectionChannel Selection
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Infrared Observations of Ice CloudsInfrared Observations of Ice Clouds
Example:  The design of a new IR radiometerExample:  The design of a new IR radiometer

Retrieval of IWP and effective diameterRetrieval of IWP and effective diameter

Using 2 or 3 IR bands from 7Using 2 or 3 IR bands from 7--14 14 μμmm

De = 50 μm        IWP = 150.4 gm-2 Tc = 223 K
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Error CharacterizationError Characterization

Perturb Perturb assumedassumed parameters over their expected parameters over their expected 
dynamic range:dynamic range:

PSD shapePSD shape
Crystal habitCrystal habit
Surface TSurface T
Surface Surface εε
Cloud geometricCloud geometric

thicknessthickness
q profileq profile

Add measurement Add measurement 
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The Importance of Modeling ErrorsThe Importance of Modeling Errors

Measurement ErrorMeasurement Error
Only (Only (σσ = = 0.5 K)0.5 K)
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Modeled radiances for all 141 channels are Modeled radiances for all 141 channels are 
employed to test a number of possible employed to test a number of possible 
wavelength combinations in an inversion wavelength combinations in an inversion 
framework that is analogous to the 1Dframework that is analogous to the 1D--Var Var 
assimilation problem.assimilation problem.

Retrieval vector Retrieval vector x x = (LWP, D= (LWP, Dee););
xxaa = (120 gm= (120 gm--22, 75 , 75 μμm), m), σσaa = (2000 gm= (2000 gm--22, 200 , 200 μμm); m); 
xxtruthtruth = (75 gm= (75 gm--22, 50 , 50 μμm);m);
yy = various combinations of channels between 7 and = various combinations of channels between 7 and 
14 14 μμm.m.

Synthetic RetrievalsSynthetic Retrievals
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Synthetic 1DSynthetic 1D--Var RetrievalsVar Retrievals

Information Information 
UsedUsed IWPIWP IWP IWP 

BiasBias σσIWPIWP σσDeDe

5.75.7 4.84.8

17.117.1

25.225.2

37.0137.01

199.3199.3

20.220.2

28.728.7

42.642.6

166.5166.5

All 141 All 141 
ChannelsChannels 76.5676.56 1.561.56 53.1453.14 3.143.14 10.6 days10.6 days

Ten Ten 
ChannelsChannels 76.9776.97 1.971.97 53.4653.46 3.463.46 18.6 hours18.6 hours

1.611.61

2.732.73

21.8421.84

DDee DDee BiasBias Computation Computation 
TimeTime**

3 Optimal 3 Optimal 
ChannelsChannels 76.6176.61 53.0853.08 3.083.08 7 hours7 hours

SplitSplit--
WindowWindow 77.7377.73 54.0154.01 4.014.01 4.6 hours4.6 hours

Single Single 
ChannelChannel 96.8496.84 75.1975.19 25.1925.19 3.6 hours3.6 hours

* Time to process a 100x100 array or 10,000 pixels on a 1.4 GHz Linux PC.

xa = (120 gm-2, 75 μm) : xtruth = (75 gm-2, 50 μm)
σa = (2000 gm-2, 200 μm)
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Optimal Channel SpectraOptimal Channel Spectra
Through analysis of a set of 230 cases representative of the Through analysis of a set of 230 cases representative of the 
global distribution of cloud properties one can assess the global distribution of cloud properties one can assess the 
optimal channels for the general retrieval or assimilation optimal channels for the general retrieval or assimilation 
problem.problem.

Selected AnytimeSelected First

Wavelength (μm)Wavelength (μm)

13.6 μm

10.9 μm
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SummarySummary
UncertaintiesUncertainties: The information provided by any : The information provided by any 
measurement is tied to how well it can be simulated from measurement is tied to how well it can be simulated from 
the physical quantities that are predicted by the model.the physical quantities that are predicted by the model.
Redundancy ReductionRedundancy Reduction:  Given realistic error estimates, :  Given realistic error estimates, 
there is often a high degree of redundancy in highthere is often a high degree of redundancy in high--spectral spectral 
resolution measurements.resolution measurements.
Lessons from Simpler ProblemsLessons from Simpler Problems:  Since they are :  Since they are 
governed by similar physics, lower dimensional problems like governed by similar physics, lower dimensional problems like 
the the variationalvariational retrieval problem examined here can provide retrieval problem examined here can provide 
valuable insights for optimizing the more complex 4Dvaluable insights for optimizing the more complex 4D--Var Var 
assimilation system.assimilation system.
Application to Application to VariationalVariational AssimilationAssimilation: : VariationalVariational
assimilation systems already provide all of the necessary assimilation systems already provide all of the necessary 
information to perform an objective information content information to perform an objective information content 
analysis.  Robust estimates of the background and analysis.  Robust estimates of the background and 
measurement error measurement error covariancescovariances and the sensitivities of the and the sensitivities of the 
observations to the control variables (i.e. the observations to the control variables (i.e. the JacobianJacobian) ) 
should allow the best measurements and their optimal should allow the best measurements and their optimal 
spatial and temporal distribution to be determined.spatial and temporal distribution to be determined.
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